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The magic and myth of the United States Southwest’s most enigmatic 

guardian is the basis for composer Christopher James’ latest album 

Grace from Persistence. The saguaro cactus has as many stories as it 

has limbs. My favorite is an Indian maiden who touched the earth and 

became the cactus, her arms raised up to the heavens. The saguaro 

doesn’t bloom until it is over 35 years old. It takes an amazing 125 

years to mature to adult hood. Persistence. It is a beautiful thing. 

Grace from Persistence is ten tracks of music that have magic in them. James crosses over genres 

like bumblebees out to pollinate. There is jazz, blues, contemporary, and an overall sense of the 

cinematic in this music. The collection is a bold, beautiful, and blended fusion produced by 

bright compositions and lavish orchestral works.   

Awakening featuring lead piano, is the soundtrack of a sunrise. Better still, a sunrise of the 

spirit. James’ melody is warm and blissful. The eyes are open, the heart open wider. Inside the 

music angelic voices sooth while bassy undertones add an uplifting note. There are some quirky 

tunes on the album and one of them is called Get On With It. It is a bouncy-jouncey piece with 

a lot of freeform energy attached to the refrain. There is something liberating about the melody. 

A little traveling music, please. 

On the title tune, Grace from Persistence, Christopher uses imagination and refinement to 

convey his emotion. He ultimately achieves this by offering a piece that is introspective and 

enduring. James uses the lower range of his piano to convey the passing of time and the middle 

range to extol the beauty derived in the waiting. I have been to the land of the saguaros and I 

know of their majesty and mystery. Until writing this essay, I never knew that it took so long to 

achieve their lofty heights, but that makes them all the more inspiring.  

An unexpected gem on the album is called Weimar (1929). Post World War I Germany was a 

country in metamorphosis. The government had to be recreated from scratch. For composers, it 

was time to experiment. Much of the music written in that era was in response to the war and 

created to bring attention to the atrocities of war. The music was influenced by swing, jazz, 

blues, and Broadway. James’ offering of Weimar Blues (1929) is an esoteric approach to change 

and I could imagine the beginnings of choreography instead of just dance. I also liked it as it 

added a change of pace to the recording.  

Cul-de-sac is another favorite for its anachronistic feel, but it is a full-bodied piece with a lot of 

shades of gray, black, and white. Stand-up bass, sax, and jazz piano mix it up with strings and 

horns, and although dissonant for a moment, it gets back on track and thoroughly pleases the 

listener. James’ piano really smooths things out. The final tune is called Neitherworld. Yes, read 

it twice. Considering the other themes on the album, this one is ethereal and moody. Piano and 



horn swirl in the mists, resonate in the distance, and engrave emotion upon the soul. This is a tale 

of haunting beauty and balance. We live in one world, but we long for the other.  

I liked every cut on Grace from Persistence. Every piece had its own story, its own personality. 

Through his evocative orchestrations, Christopher James proves he is not only the brilliant 

composer, but also a fascinating storyteller. Highly Recommended.   


